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OUR 
PERFORMANCE

Challenge: Engage and convert Gen-Z consumers 
 

electrIQ marketing was first tasked by Florence by Mills to 
connect with their Gen-Z consumers while problem- 

solving for the disconnect between the person transacting 
on the site and the end consumer of the product.

FLORENCE BY MILLS

When you google “Beauty Quiz” florence is one of the 
first organic results. We already had a lot of traffic 
going to this page, we simply lacked the analytics 

needed to optimize the experience. 
 

Before Octane.ai, we were using a custom solution that 
did not integrate with Klaviyo and did not allow us to 
track key analytics such as dropoff rate per question, 

conversion rate, which product recommendations 
generated the highest AOV, and much more.

GROWTH STRATEGY

THE
PROJECT
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RESULTS
List Growth & Revenue

2X
increase in conversion rate

View Octane.AIs Case Study
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16%
of total store revenue

23K
new email subscribers

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16xMqscAXVl7A7m_ygc2fyLYPoJkv3vgS/view?usp=sharing
https://www.octaneai.com/customers/florence-by-mills
https://www.electriqmarketing.com/free-consultation
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TAKEAWAYS
Personalized Experiences
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Apart from yielding highly thoughtful results for site visitors, the 
quiz provided the foundation of personalization for future 

communication channels. With iOS 14 privacy policy updates, 
zero-party data has become increasingly important to create a 

personalized and privacy-friendly experience for customers. 
 

We utilize this zero-party data to create segmented email and 
SMS campaigns, tailored post-purchase experiences, and push 

audiences to paid media channels.

Immediately after taking the quiz, all responses are passed over
to Klaviyo and leads are immediately entered into a post-quiz

email flow, nurturing them to convert on the recommended
products. With the Klaviyo 2.0 integration, we’re able to save

the quiz results URL and continually share that with quiz takers. 
 

Beyond that, our campaigns can now be segmented around
quiz responses, ensuring the recipient of the communication is
receiving relevant messaging in a tone that is in line with our

brand and that will resonate with them whether they are gen z,
millennials, or gen x. 

 
                    Personalized email/SMS campaigns 

Personalized product recommendations
Personalized second-order suggestions 

Key Integration - Klaviyo
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Web Dev

Ads

Content

SEO
Social Media

Email & SMS
Marketing

LET'S GROW TOGETHER

Strategy Consulting

A GEN-Z AGENCY BUILT
FOR TODAY

If you're going to invest in marketing, you deserve bottom-line

results. Get your free audit, analysis, and consultation today.
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